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Abstract
Objectives: To compare the services and technologies of automatic train ticketing systems. Methods: The Internet of Things (IoT), Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation Technology (RFID), Quick Response Code (QR Code) and Near Field
Communication (NFC) are used for automatic ticketing in the trains as well
as in buses. A comparison of diﬀerent machines is also done that are used
for tickets-generation, ticket checking, punching machines like QR scanner, BT
Services, RFID. Findings: Results are compared with manually checking (by the
person) for the validity of the ticket. After the comparison of diﬀerent technologies and services to ﬁnd the advantages and disadvantages of each in terms of
time and cost, a new method/ technology is introduced for local train ticketing
system that is better and more robust than previously used technologies and
services.
Keywords: Automatic Train Ticketing System (ATTS); RFID train system; NFC
train system; QR train system; Tickets Generation Machines (TGM); Tickets
Punching Machines (TPM); Near Filed Communication (NFC); Automatic
Tickets Checking Method (ATCM)

1 Introduction
The automatic train ticketing, generation, and verification are important technological
outcome to provide better service in local railways (Pakistan railway). Multiple services
like wireless services are used for the automatic train ticketing generation and verification system, i.e. Bluetooth service, RFID service, QR Code service and Web-based (1) .
Modern technologies i.e. Bluetooth services (BTS) (1) , Radio Frequency Identification Technology (RFID) (2) , Quick Response code (QR code) (3) , Near Field Communication (NFC) (3) and Web-based are being introduced and used for different purposes
in the world.
Technologies applied in the automatic train ticketing system (ATTS) are using Tickets Generation Machines (TGM) to generate tickets, tickets are verified by using ticket
checking and punching machines, and train ticket distances are measured by using various features. In ATTS, tickets are automatically generated by the machines and verified
by the checking and punching machines which are used to measure the distance of the
tickets (1) . These features and technologies are used in trains, buses and underground
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train ticketing (2,3) .
BTS is a limited-range radio wave wireless technology, used to simplify communication among internet devices and between
devices and the internet. It aims to simplify data synchronization between Internet-connected devices and other devices and IoT.
RFID is wireless connections of wireless communication that integrates the use of electromagnetic or electrostatic connection
in the radio frequency portion of the electromagnetic spectrum uniquely identifies an object and data. It is used to automate
the train ticketing process. A QR code is a matrix barcode. It was introduced in Japan. Barcode is a machine-readable optical
label that contains information about the selected object. The NFC is a wireless technology that is used to allow a user device
to collect information from near NFC devices. In a web-based system, the website is used to perform different tasks by the
passenger using websites (1,4) .
In the ATTS, different machines are used for ticket generation. In Bluetooth services, service is used to connect passenger’s
device with train’s connection to buy tickets by selecting different railway station from their device. After the selection of the
destination, the ticket is automatically generated by the machine and the amount detected from their bank card. In RFID
generator machine, the card is provided by the railway management that is used for purchasing the ticket. QR code generator
machine uses a code to scan passenger’s code using machines for purchasing tickets and submitting the amount of the ticket to
travel (1,3–5) .
Ticket checking is a very difficult and time-consuming process in train and bus systems as ticket checker goes to person to
person for verification and validation of tickets; whereas, ATTS uses different scanners and applications for the same purpose.
In a Bluetooth service, a ticket is automatically checked via ticket generator application. Train system checks BTS connection
of passenger’s device with the train system before ticket checking. If a connection exists then the ticket is verified by passenger’s
connection and the amount is paid via bank account.
In RFID systems, a railway card is provided by the railway ticket counter and passengers buy their card for the first time to
use and then recharge from the counter again. When passengers reach their destination, they scan their card at leaving the gate
and if the transaction is successful then the door opens, otherwise, the alarm starts ringing. In a QR code scanner is used to
scan at the destination when a passenger wants to exit the door then they scan their code to pay the amount. (6)
Charges of the tickets depend on the source and the destination of the ticket. In a previous technology, the ticket was generated and checked by machines but distance measuring is very difficult, whereas in BTS when passenger connects his/her
Bluetooth, distance is measured automatically using the map. In RFID, the ticket is saved on the RFID card. When the card
is scanned by the machine, the place of boarding the station and leaving the station is used to measure distance. In QR code,
distance is measured using the ticket. When passengers buy their ticket to generate QR they must select the source and the
destination (7,8).

1.1 Problem statement
This study aims to compare different services, methods, and technologies used in auto train ticketing (ATT) as well as bus
ticketing system and proposed a new system for local train and buses. It explains the advantages and disadvantages of these
technologies, methods, and services. It proposes the best methods for using these technologies, which make it possible to predict
the best railway train ticketing system. Thus, we aim to reduce the human efforts, increase the sufficiency of ATTS, provides the
benefits and efficiency to the passengers, with studying and comparing different train technologies regarding different features.
Paper attempts to overcome the passenger efforts, increase efficiencies of the different railway to improve their auto ticket
checking security and facilities to their passengers (2) .

2 Previous Methodologies
ATTS is used to provide benefits to the passengers and in different railway systems so the cost can be deduced. Data from
different research papers, regarding the automatic ticking system, is collected to evaluate it according to manual and wireless
technologies. Raw data is transformed into the proper format using excel sheets and tables so data analyzation can be performed
systematically. Data is analyzed to spot the best ATTS. To better understand the dynamics of the automatic ticketing system, at
first useful data is extracted.
In the second step, data is organized according to various features so technologies can be differentiated. These features include
TGM, tickets verification, distance measurements, TGM and other information. Data is filtered to get more accurate systems
that is more beneficial for passengers (8) . Lots of ATTS are currently being used by various countries in the world. These ATTS
are different from one another based on features, procedures, services, and technologies being used. Still, many issues need to be
addressed so profit can be maximized and passengers can be facilitated as well for the tickets acquiring process. Different ATTS
are discussed and compared in this study to find which system is best according to technologies, procedures and passengers’
https://www.indjst.org/
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benefits (9) .

3 Auto Train Ticketing Procedures
Multiple technologies and procedures are used for ATTS. Some of the procedures are as follows (figure 2):

3.1 Ticket generation machines (TGM)
In Auto ticket generation, different technologies are used in TGM to benefit the passengers and to minimize their efforts Figure 2
(figure 2).
3.1.1 Bluetooth services and based on mobile application
It is a method in which mobile applications and Bluetooth services are used for ticket generation. When a passenger comes
into the train he connects his mobile Bluetooth to the train service and opens the ticket generation application to generate the
ticket by selecting his/her destination. The current location is automatically selected by the application using Bluetooth services
connection with train and seats are shown on the application. Seats are selected by the passenger and confirmed by clicking on
the confirm button (4,8) .( Figure 1)

Fig 1. GM Using BTS and MPS

3.1.2 RFID based ticket generation machines
RFID is a technology-based TGM, used to automatically generate passengers’ tickets. Machines are connected with the railway
database to select and confirm the passenger seat. When a passenger wants to buy RFID based ticket then the passenger must
go to the ticket shop, buy an RFID card and load some amount into the card. Another method is to put the money into the
machines and generate RFID based ticket. When passengers want to travel then they go and scan their RFID into the machine.
After reaching the destination the passengers again, scan their RFID into the machines for the confirmation of exit and ticket
price then go out of the station (2,5,8) .
3.1.3 QR code based ticket generation machine
QR is a technology-based TGM used to automatically generate passenger tickets. The passenger goes to the ticket shop and
buys a card. Another method is to put the money into the machines and generate QR based ticket. When a passenger wants to
travel then they go and scan their QR Code into the machine. The machine accepts and opens the gate for a passenger. When
passengers reach their destination, then again scan their ticket into the machine to open the gate for exit from the train. The
machine must check the amount within a QR Code and route ticket price to take the exact amount of the ticket (3,10) .

https://www.indjst.org/
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3.1.4 Paper ticket
Most of the countries including, Pakistan and India, use manual methods to generate tickets for the passengers of the bus as
well as for train. They use paper and stamp to generate a ticket. Paper is stamped to make tickets for the passengers. Passengers
use this ticket to travel from one place to the other (7) .

3.2 Ticket checking methods
TCM’s is a procedure in which different machines and technologies are used to check the accuracy of the tickets. Different
machines are used to check the correctness of the tickets
3.2.1 Mobile application and Bluetooth services
Bluetooth is a service that is used to pair different devices with others. In this system, BTS is used to generate as well as check
and verify the passenger’s tickets. When a passenger buys his/her ticket, the device must confirm his/her ticket. The amount of
tickets is paid using a visa card or special train card. If they have no money in their account, then they cannot leave the station.
Passengers load the amount into the card from the ticket counter and then pay. After all, the mechanism allows leaving the
station (1,4,9) .
3.2.2 RFID reader
RFID is used to store all the information regarding passengers. When a passenger buys a ticket using RFID then all the data
of the passenger is stored into the RFID. After completing the distance successfully, the passengers must verify their tickets
using machines. RFID reader is used to checking the tickets of the passengers. When passengers want to leave the station then
they scan their tickets using machines. The machine checks the detail and then allows or restricts the passenger to leave the
station (11) .
3.2.3 QR code scanner
QR Code Scanner stores all required information about the passengers. When a passenger buys a ticket QR ticket then all the
data of the passenger is stored into the card. When the passengers want to travel then they scan their QR Code and start their
journey. After completing the distance, the passengers must verify their ticket’s price using the QR Code Scanner. If the ticket
price is according to the distance then the machine opens the door and allows the passenger to leave the station (10,12) .

3.3 Distance measuring methods
Distance measurements are a technique in which distance of the different routes and tickets are measured. Every passenger pays
the amount of the tickets according to the route and distance of the tour. Different methods are used for distance measurements
using different technologies. Multiple ways are used to measure ticket distance. Some of the ways are described here.
3.3.1 Automatically measured by the mobile application
It is a method, in which mobile application is used to measure the distance automatically using a map, Geolocation services,
and the current location of the train. In this technology, when the passengers connect their Bluetooth with the train service to
buy the ticket then the distance is counted, stored in the application and when passengers disconnect their Bluetooth or reach
the destination then the total distance is measured (4,13) .
3.3.2 Manually
It is a method, in which distance of the passengers’ tours is measured when they come for tickets in a ticket counter or purchases
their tickets using machines. When the passengers buy their tickets, they must choose the route, source, and destination. The
distance of the tickets is counted using the destination and source point.

4 Technologies of Auto rain Ticketing Systems
Different countries use different ticketing methods, machines for ticket generation, ticket testing and distance measuring
Table 1.

https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 2. Procedures of automatic train ticketing system
Table 1. Features of different Train Ticketing System
Ticket
Generation Ticket
Machine
Machines

Wireless
Technologies/
Technologies

Platform

Geolocation,
BTS (4)

United Kingdom

No ticket Automatically
counted (4)

No Ticket

RFID (8)

United Kingdom

RFID
Machine (8)

RFID Reader (5)

QR and NFC (3)

Australia

Manually
Checker

RFID (13)

China

Mobile QR Scanner and
Mobile Application for QR
Reader (9)
RFID Card Generator (8)

Pakistan

Manual

Manually
check
one by one Railway
Employs (14)

Manual
based (14)

IoT

and

and

Web-

Generator

Checking

by

Ticket

RFID Reader and Scanner (5)

Ticket Distance Measuring Methods
Automatically counted
using source and destination by Map
The machine takes input
from the passengers
when they buy their
ticket
The mobile application
count automatically
Machine check the destination of the passengers
when they checkout
Different tickets for different routes

Wireless technologies
In a wireless connection, a specific key or code is used to connect different devices with the other devices. Countries listed the
Table 1 use a wireless connection for communication, ticket generation, ticket checking, ticket verification for communication
with railway employees, for trail location and online trail scheduling (15) .
4.1.1 BTS and IOT
BTS (Bluetooth service) is a limited-range radio wave wireless technology used to simplify communication among internet
devices and between devices and the internet. It aims to simplify data synchronization between Internet-connected devices
https://www.indjst.org/
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and other devices and IOT (Internet of Things) is a technology in which different devices communicate with each other using
internet connection or internet devices (16) .
United Kingdom railway uses wireless technology of automatic train system based on the Internet of things (IoT) and
Bluetooth using geolocation or Google map to generate the online ticket when the passengers connect their Bluetooth with
the train system. When the passenger establishes their Bluetooth connection with the train system then route seat, route map
is confirmed by the Bluetooth, internet source selected by the train station location and destination selected by the passenger
by choosing destination station from the options given in mobile Ticket cost charged by their bank card or railway card and
automatically deducted (1) .
4.1.2 RFID
RFID is the wireless connection of wireless communication that integrates the use of electromagnetic or electrostatic connection
in the radio frequency portion of the electromagnetic spectrum uniquely identifies an object and data (11) .
The United Kingdom and China railway use RFID technology, in the Chinese RFID technology every passenger, uses the
mobile application to generate RFID code and buy their tickets online but in United Kingdom technology every passenger must
go to the station and buy their RFID card. After this passenger loads money into the card and use card to generate their tickets
online. They put their card into the machines and use their card to move from one place to the other. When the passengers
go out from the station then the passengers must scan their card to exit and when the card is scanned by the RFID scanner
then machines automatically count the traveling distance and charges the amount from the card. If the amount is not enough
according to the distance then machines cannot accept their transaction and show the amount error “please recharge your card”.
The passenger goes to the ticket counter to recharge the card then again puts into the machine and exits the station (8) . ( Figure 3)

Fig 3. FID in auto train ticketing system (17)

4.1.3 QR code
A QR code is a matrix barcode (or two-dimensional barcode). It’s developed in the Japanese automotive industry in 1994. A
barcode is a machine-readable optical label that contains information about the object to which it is attached chip.
It contains all the information related to the passenger’s detail and amount into the account. The NFC (Near Field Communication) is a wireless technology that is used to allow a user, devices to collect information from the near NFC devices (10,12)
Australian railway uses QR and NFC. In this, technology passengers buy their tickets using QR generator machines after
https://www.indjst.org/
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reaching the station. They scan their QR using the scanner for the ticket confirmation.
4.1.4 Manual and web-based
In this system everything is manual, but a little bit of technology is used for the long routes. Web-Based technology is used
for the ticket generation by the employees of the railway train system. All other procedure is manual for every purpose, like
ticket generating, ticket checking and entry and the exit of the station. If the passengers want to buy a ticket when they go to
the station and buy tickets from the ticket counter and pay the amount of their ticket manually or use Pakistan railway website
to buy their ticket and pay ticket amount using a bank account, visa card or master card (14) .

5 Comparison
In this study, the comparison is done among the different technologies and features of the automatic train ticketing system.
Technologies compared together are BTS, RFID, QR Code, NFC, and Web-based. RFID is much better than the BTS with the
help of Geolocation because if the passengers face the difficulty of BTS connectivity issues, I-phone device does not accept the
local Bluetooth connection, but the other devices do accept. Therefore, it is the cause of the device portability issue. It has many
flaws but when passenger use RFID as compare to the BTS then passenger takes many benefits and minimize the issue ( Table 2).
On comparing BTS with QR, the result of QR is better than the BTS. BTS provides many facilities but has some disadvantages
as compared to the QR Code. QR Code provides the full authentic passenger information and no need to require any portable
or another device for the ticket. Moreover, if a passenger generates a ticket, one ticket is used only one time because the machine
validates the ticket (18) .
Technologies
BTS (1,4,19)

RFID (2,9,11)
QR Code (3,6,10)

Manual and Web-based (14)

Table 2. Comparison between BTS and Manual
Advantages
Disadvantages
• Fast working
• No extra charges
• Require devices generally avail for everyone
• No need to go to the ticket shop or in
queue.
• Authentication
• No Queue and Time-saving
• Full Authenticate • No device required •
Time-saving
• After using one QR at one time
• QR has to expire.
• Tickets with specify seat number can only
be limited to total seats
• Advance booking
• Online booking and Limited time-saving.

• Bluetooth connecting issue
• Bluetooth portability issue
• Intentionally do not connect the Bluetooth with the
train.
• The initial procedure should be done before entering
the train.
• Heavy cost on RFID chip
• The passenger could in a queue and Necessary for the
passenger to in a ticket counter

• The passenger could be heavily fined if found with no
purchased validated ticket and The passenger could be
in Queue

Comparison between BTS and Manual, web-based technology is that both are the same because both have many flaws. In a
manual system, passengers stand in a queue for the tickets but the advantage is to distribute only the number of seat tickets but
no way for ticket checking. On the other hand, in a BTS, no need to wait for the ticket, one can use one’s mobile to buy the ticket
but passengers cannot buy tickets in advance. But passengers face the connectivity issue for Bluetooth connection. According
to this study, BTS is better than the manual (20) .
QR Code is better than RFID. RFID is more costly than the QR code. When a passenger buys an RFID chip card from the
ticket counter then pay a heavy amount against the card. So, it is difficult for the passengers to pay an amount of the RFID chip
every time. The availability of the QR Code is much easier than RFID. Every passenger uses QR code easily than the RFID chip
because passengers use paper and different devices for the QR code and did not require to buy a special chip use this QR Code
as a ticket (2,11,21) .
Manual or Web-based is better than the RFID because of chip cost. There are many advantages of the Web-based ticketing
system but the QR Code is more batter the web-based. The process of ticket generation using the web is very easy but there is
no way to confirm their tickets (1,2,5,6,8,22) .

https://www.indjst.org/
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6 Recommended Technology and Proposed Model
Multiple technologies are being used for the ticket generation, ticket checking and ticket verification in local as well as metro
train systems. After the study of different technologies of auto train ticketing systems, it is concluded in this research study that
the QR Code with the Web-based system is perfect for the auto local train ticketing as well as a bus system. In the proposed
system, QR Code and app are used for the train ATTS. An app is used for the ticket generation online, when a ticket generated
by the passenger online then a ticket is confirmed and a QR code automatically created for the ticket in the form of QR Code
generated and all the data saved on the QR Code. Passenger can download their QR ticket from the online website and save
into the device. Take a print of this QR ticket and scan into the machine for traveling

6.1 Proposed QR and App-based technology
QR and App based technology is a QR code, message and notification based ticket that is generated by the passengers using train
websites and machines. Passenger goes into the website and generates their ticket by selecting the source and the destination.
Passenger puts the data into the fields and pays their amount online using a bank card, visa card or special train card to generate
a ticket. After completing the ticket generation process then a QR code generated. This QR code is a passenger ticket. Passenger
can download and take a print and scan their ticket into the machine. But on the other hand, passengers can use a ticket
generation machine. Passenger uses both Website and the machines are connected with the database, where all seats of the
train automatically are assigned to the passengers or manually selected by the passengers.
In our proposed method, a passenger uses the train website and login to their account. If the passenger does not have an
account then he registers himself using personal information. After logging into the website, the passenger clicks on the ticket
button to generate the ticket. If all seats are filled then the ticket generating button is disabled.
The passenger selects the date, source, and destination. After selecting the route, the website loads some data and displays
the different ticket types and prices of the selected route. The passenger selects the ticket type and pays their ticket amount
using a train card code or bank account and download the QR code ticket. The passengers scan their QR Codes in a machine
and travel according to the route. After reaching the destination, the passengers again scan their Code to verify the ticket route.
If ticket price does not match with actual price then the machine rejects it and the passengers face a heavy fine. On the other
hand, passengers can use machines to generate their ticket. The proposed method provides the facility of both, app application
and machine. Both machines and app are connected into the database and after a second database updated and load data into
the machines interface as well as apps Figure 4.

Fig 4. QRT process

https://www.indjst.org/
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7 Results
After the evaluation of all given technologies and proposed method shows the advantages and disadvantages as given in Table 3

Technologies

Advantages

Table 3. Comparison with proposed method
Disadvantages

BTS (1,4,19) • Fast Working.
• No extra charges.
• Require devices generally avail for everyone.
• No need to go to the ticket shop or in Queue

RFID (2,9,11) • Authentic
• No Queue.
• Time-saving
• Full Authenticate
QR
Code
• No device required
(3,6,10)
• Time-saving.
• After using one QR at one time, QR has to expire.
• Tickets with specific seat numbers can only be limited to
Manual
and
total seats. • Advance booking
• Online booking.
Webbased (14) • Limited time-saving
• Fastest working
Pro• No expansive
posed
• Time saving
method
• Both apps and QR based
• Easy to measure distance
• Advance and online booking
• Use a machine to generate tickets
• Use a web app to generate tickets
• Simply tickets printed on the paper
• Card is not necessary • Pay money online using bank card,
visa card, special card
• For every tickets, QR is different
• Easy to control tickets free traveler
• Easy to check passengers tickets

• Bluetooth connecting issue
• Bluetooth portability issue
• Intentionally do not connect the Bluetooth with the train.
• The initial procedure should be done before entering the
train
• Heavy cost on RFID chip

• The passenger could in a queue.
• Necessary for the passenger to in a ticket counter

• The passenger could be heavily fined if found with no
purchased validated ticket.
• The passenger could be in Queue
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